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For questions regarding this material, please contact Jan Lucke,
Washington County at (651) 430-4316 or at jan.lucke@co.washington.mn.us.

Gateway Corridor Commission
Draft January 11, 2018 Meeting Summary
Woodbury City Hall, Birch Room
Members
Rafael Ortega
Stan Karwoski
Mary Giuliani Stephens
Dan Kyllo
Jane Prince
Randy Nelson
Mike Pearson
Paul Reinke
Bryan Smith
Tami Fahey
ALTERNATE MEMBERS
Victoria Reinhardt, Alternate
Lisa Weik
Richard Bend, Alternate
Kristen Cici, Alternate
Amy Scoggins, Alternate
Dave Schultz, Alternate
Richard Glasgow, Alternate

Agency
Ramsey County
Washington County
Woodbury
West Lakeland Township
St Paul
Afton
Lake Elmo
Oakdale
Maplewood
Lakeland
Ramsey County
Washington County
Afton
Oakdale
Woodbury
West Lakeland
Lakeland

Ex-Officio Members
Mike Amundson
Paris Dunning
Marie Ellis
Ed Shukle
Randy Kopesky
Bill Burns
Tim Ramberg
Doug Stang
Jason Lott

Agency
Baytown Township
East Side Area Business Association
Saint Paul Area Chamber of Commerce
Landfall Village
Lakeland Shores
Oakdale Area Chamber of Commerce
WI Gateway Coalition
3M
Woodbury Chamber of Commerce

Others
Jan Lucke
Lyssa Leitner
Hally Turner

Agency
Washington County
Washington County
Washington County
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Present
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X
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X

X

Present

Sara Allen
Andy Gitzlaff
Christine Beckwith
Linda Stanton
Nancy Volkman
Brian McClung
Janelle Schmitz
Josh Straka

Washington County
Ramsey County
MnDOT
Woodbury Resident
Oakdale Resident
MZA + Co.
Woodbury
U.S. Representative McCollum

Chair Weik convened the Gateway Corridor Commission convened at 3:31 pm.
Agenda Item #1. Introductions
Introductions were made by those present.
Agenda Item #2. 2018 Elections
Item 2a. Chair of the Commission:
Chair Weik asked if there were nominations for 2018 Chair. Commissioner Ortega nominated Commissioner
Karwoski. No other nominations were presented. All were in favor. Approved. Motion carried.
Item 2b. Vice-Chair of the Commission:
Chair Karwoski called for nominations 2018 Vice Chair. Councilmember Smith nominated Commissioner Ortega.
Mayor Reinke seconded the nomination. No other nominations were given. All were in favor. Approved.
Motion carried.
Item 3. Recognition of Outgoing Members
Commissioner Weik was recognized for her contributions to the commission as Chair from 2011 to 2018.
Item 4. Consent Items
Item 4a. Summary of July 13, September 14, and November 9, 2017 Meetings:
Motion made by Mayor Reinke to approve the July 13, September 14, and November 9, 2017 meeting
summaries. The motion was seconded by Commissioner Ortega. All were in favor. Approved. Motion carried.
Item 4b. Checks and Claims:
Motion made by Commissioner Ortega to approve the checks and claims. The motion was seconded by
Councilmember Smith. All were in favor. Approved. Motion carried.
Agenda Item #5. 2018 Commission Work Plan and Budget
Ms. Lucke presented the 2018 Work Plan and Budget. No changes were made from the previous meeting’s first
reading. Ms. Lucke reiterated that station area planning is still led locally by the commission, but Project
Development is now led by Metro Transit. Information on budget was included in the packet. Ms. Lucke
highlights that 2018 funds include a peer region visit. The location of the visit will be discussed at the next
commission meeting.
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Mayor Stephens asked where the county sits financially with the dissolution of CTIB. Ms. Lucke shared that at
the time of dissolution, Washington County had a remaining balance of approximately $4M of guaranteed
funds, and received this as a lump sum with dissolution. CTIB committed an additional $6M to be used for
METRO Gold Line Project Development (PD). This money will be released with FTA permission to enter PD. A
remaining balance negotiated during the split OF CTIB and based on sales tax revenue concluded with
Washington County receiving $9.8M. Over the life of CTIB, Washington County received nearly $40M in direct
benefits and contributed an additional $15M to support east metro connections to a growing regional transit
system.
Motion made by Commissioner Ortega to approve the 2018 Work Plan and Budget. The motion was seconded
by Councilmember Smith. All were in favor. Approved. Motion carried.
Agenda Item #6. 2018 Communications Contract
Ms. Allen summarized information included in the packet. An additional amendment to the MZA + Co contract
is proposed, to extend the contract through January 31, 2019 in an amount not to exceed $130,000.
Mayor Stephens asked how the budget was adjusted to meet the scope of work in the amendment. Ms. Lucke
explained that Mr. McClung adjusted the scope of work according to the absence of a legislative ask in this
year’s work plan, but emphasized that the Gateway Corridor Commission would not be absent from the
legislature. There is still work to be performed in communicating with legislators on behalf of the commission.
Councilmember Smith requested more metrics in the communications contract scope of work including
measures for what success looks like. Councilmember Smith commented goals should be set early to make sure
they are met.
Mayor Reinke emphasized the importance of communicating station area planning priorities and concerns to
Project Development staff.
Motion made by Councilmember Smith to approve the 2018 Communications Contract with a provision that a
set of metrics delivered at the next meeting. The motion was seconded by Mayor Reinke. All were in favor.
Approved. Motion carried.
Agenda Item #7. 2018 Strategic Planning Scope of Work
Ms. Lucke outlined the scope of work carried over into 2018. Additional tasks in 2018 include advisement on
role of the cities and counties in the METRO Gold Line Project Office (GPO) project advisory structure, and on
financial oversight role in the absence of the CTIB. Because the firm Richardson Richter & Associates dissolved,
a contract for services with Mary Richardson was proposed. The contract amount will not exceed the amount of
$10,000.
The recommendation from commission members was to revise commission membership to only include cities
and counties along the METRO Gold Line Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) route. Afton signed and submitted a
withdrawal resolution. Mr. Schultz stated West Lakeland had also signed a withdrawal resolution. The Joint
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Powers Agreement (JPA) will not be revised until all members who want to withdrawal have submitted
resolutions of withdrawal and a 90-day waiting period is honored.
The commission will continue key advocacy, outreach and communications roles in 2018. A table was shared
differentiating the commission role versus that of the GPO and was included in the packet.
Mayor Stephens requested there be a communication component with the Metropolitan Council between the
counties with financial oversight in the METRO Gold Line project. Ms. Lucke agreed and added that Ms. Leitner,
who remains a Washington County employee, was now in the Project Office as a Deputy Project Manager will
help facilitate communication between the county and Metropolitan Council. Additionaly, there are Ramsey
and Washington County staff on the Project Management Team (PMT). Ms. Richardson’s work will be helpful,
since she previously set up the CTIB processes, which the METRO Gold Line seeks to duplicate.
Councilmember Smith urged elected officials and staff to collaborate with communications staff in order to
make sure technical information is made accessible and engaging to the public and to demonstrate that public
comments have been heard and incorporated into plans. Councilmember Smith stressed the importance of
plain language. Mayor Reinke agreed commenting an accessible communication style is important in station
area planning and in work produced by consultants. Mayor Reinke added that station area planning results
should carry into the next stages of the project. Ms. Leitner commented she and Ms. Allen would be connecting
Project Office staff with station area planning work to ensure plans are reflected in engineering and design.
Motion made by Councilmember Smith to approve the 2018 Strategic Planning Scope of Work. The motion was
seconded by Commissioner Ortega. All were in favor. Approved. Motion carried.
Agenda Item #8. 2018 Insurance Renewal
Ms. Turner summarized information included in the packet, with a staff suggestion to not waive the tort claim
in the insurance renewal through the League of Minnesota Cities.
Motion made by Mayor Reinke to approve the 2018 Insurance Renewal and not waive the statutory tort limits.
The motion was seconded by Councilmember Smith. All were in favor. Approved. Motion carried.
Agenda Item #9. Project Updates
Item 9a. Pre-Project Development Activities
Ms. Beckwith summarized high level milestones in the METRO Gold Line Project Development office, and
outlined the anticipated committee structure. Committees will connect project staff with city and county
technical staff and policy makers to ensure a communication loop. Project management and environmental
services consultant (HNTB) is under contract. The engineering services contract is ready to sign with KimleyHorn as soon as project has permission from the FTA to enter Project Development. The Project Development
office is under construction at the Metro Square building in downtown Saint Paul.
The FTA indicated acceptance to enter Project Development as “imminent”, and staff anticipated official
approval any day. [Post-meeting note: approval for entry into Project Development was received on January 19,
2018.]
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Issue Resolution Teams (IRTs) will be formed with technical staff from GPO and cities and counties to address
specific issues to help move forward on environmental process, and will meet as needed.
Ms. Leitner added each city needs to assign technical engineering and planning staff to the Technical Advisory
Committee. A community and business advisory committee to also be formed with representatives for each
station area. The selection process is still to be determined. A Corridor Management Committee (CMC) will be
made up of elected officials from the corridor, and is anticipated to meet monthly.
Ms. Beckwith explained the importance on moving quickly to define the baseline scope of the project to make
sure there is clarity in what is included in the environmental document and submitted to the FTA. A matrix
provided to commission members of project elements demonstrated the categories of scope change. A process
being developed to consider scope changes and to determine if the suggested changes impact the FTA rating,
require environmental clearance by the project environmental assessment, and are eligible as part of the local
funding match.
Mayor Reinke asked about the possibility for a circulator bus. Ms. Beckwith responded that it should be on the
table for discussion, as potential qualifier for federal funding match. Ms. Leitner added working out the scope
and scope change categories in advance will help the project to stay within budget. Other funding sources may
be an option for those things out of budget. Mayor Reinke asked when coordination will take place with utility
and technology providers. Ms. Beckwith responded that utility location and communication with the project to
take place in the next several months.
Mayor Stephens asked about exploration of alternative technologies. Ms. Lucke shared that the Metropolitan
Council was looking for communities to do a pilot program to connect people to transit stops through
alternative transportation options. Woodbury was suggested as a candidate and there will be continued
conversation through this separate effort about this potential. Ms. Turner clarified there are two task forces:
the Metro Mobility Task Force (chaired by Washington County Commissioner Bigham) and a shared use
mobility committee (co-lead by the Metropolitan Council and Transit for Livable Communities) that is inclusive
of all modes of mobility including car share and bike share. Councilmember Smith shared information learned
from a conference presentation about a city that partnered with car share company, which developed a cell
phone app to credited riders who used car share service to get to transit.
Chair Karwoski mentioned East Metro Strong has 2-year grant to study enhanced bus lines, and the
Metropolitan Council is receptive to altering routes in response to the results. There is Metropolitan Council
funds available to expand service, but there is consideration to alter routes.
Item 9b. BRTOD Project Update
Ms. Allen provided an overview of work performed over the past several months relating to Phase I analysis
and stakeholder engagement, which looked at station area opportunities, issues, and concerns. Summaries of
feedback for each station area available on the Gateway Corridor website, under Station Area Planning.
Using the feedback and analysis gathered from Phase I, Crandall Arambula (CA), the BRTOD consultant, created
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initial concepts for each of the ten station areas, for review and refinement during Phase II. In the next several
weeks, project staff will meet with city, county partners, and stakeholders in the corridor to review concepts
and customize engagement for each station area.
The Helmo Station area is advancing on an accelerated timeline to meet the conditions of a moratorium placed
by the City of Oakdale on surrounding properties last summer. Feedback from meetings with property owners,
city council, and neighborhoods were incorporated into the draft concepts. There are upcoming meetings for
the Helmo Station to further refine the proposed concept, and assist with analysis work relating to traffic,
infrastructure, and an Environmental Assessment Worksheet required for the site.
Mayor Reinke expressed appreciation for opportunity for station area planning at the Helmo Station location,
and coordination with station area planning staff throughout the moratorium.
Item 9c. Communications Update
Chair Karwoski requested updates from Josh Straka from US Representative McCollum’s office. Mr. Straka
provided a high level update on current federal legislation negotiations.
Mr. McClung expressed appreciation for approval of the communications contract, and agreed to establish
performance metrics. Mr. McClung highlighted the commission has the unique position to have an advocacy
and communications role with public and media with the METRO Gold Line project. There will be continued
social media engagement. An e-newsletter is drafted and ready to be send once permission to enter Project
Development is received from the FTA. Communications staff remain engaged at the state capitol despite
funding is not sought at this session. Lastly, communications staff drafted and sent a letter to Senator Tina
Smith to fill her in on the status of the project.
Chair Karwoski complimented proactively sending a letter to US Senator Tina Smith.
Agenda Item #10. 2018 Meeting Schedule
Ms. Lucke presented a staff proposition for the commission to move to meeting quarterly. Staff will explore
other meeting locations. Commission members suggested the meeting time to shift a half hour later and will
now convene from 4:00 pm to 5:00 pm.
Chair Karwoski requested to tentatively move to quarterly meeting until the commission role is more clearly
understood.
Agenda Item #11. Adjourn
The meeting adjourned at 4:56 pm.
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Agenda Item #2b
DATE:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

April 4, 2018
Gateway Corridor Commission
Staff
Checks and Claims

Communications Contract (MZA + Co)
January 2018
February 2018

$6,675.00
$4,250.00

Contract Utilization = 63.6%
FTA BRTOD Contract (Crandall Arambula)
January 2018
February 2018
March 2018

$92,943.19
$66,298.83
$82,073.41

Contract Utilization = 42.2%
Total

$252,240.43

Detailed invoices can be made available upon request.
Action Requested:

Approval

Agenda Item #3
DATE:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

April 2, 2018
Gateway Corridor Commission
Staff
Strategic Planning Update

Background
The transition of the Gateway Corridor to a new project phase requires strategic planning to help guide
the commission role, membership, and activities moving forward.
Commission Role
At the September 2017 meeting, Commission members decided to continue advocacy, outreach, and
communication activities, as well as station area planning activities made possible by a grant from the
Federal Transit Administration and the former Counties Transit Improvement Board. These roles are
separate from Project Development activities. For reference, a table on the second page of this memo
summarizes the role of the commission advocacy, outreach and communication in comparison to the
role of the METRO Gold Line Project Office. This table is for discussion purposes only and may be
changed based on project needs and commission member input during the life of the project.
Membership
Cities no longer along the METRO Gold Line Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) route who wished to leave the
commission have submitted a signed 90-day notice to withdraw. As of March 19, 2018, the 90-day
notice was complete for the three cities who indicated interest in withdrawal.
City
Afton
West Lakeland
Lake Elmo

Date of Resolution
November 21, 2017
December 11, 2017
December 19, 2017

End of 90-Day Notice
February 19, 2018
March 11, 2018
March 19, 2018

Current Action: Name Change
The Gateway Corridor Commission has discussed changing its name as it moves into the next project
phase, to acknowledge “Gold Line” and the breadth of Commission members, and distinguish the
organization from the Gold Line Project Office. Communications (see Item 6c) and commission staff
recommend “Gold Line Partners” as the new organization name. Gold Line Partners uses the project
name, and “Partners” encompasses business, community, and government supporters. Additionally,
Gold Line Partners:
• Sounds like an organization
• Reflects the importance of our business and non-profit members in advocacy and station area
development
• Easier to translate to social media because it is succinct and simple
Once the commission approves a name change, Brian’s team will carry it through to the website,
Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.

Next Steps
The commission’s role in advocacy, outreach, communication and station area planning is expected to
largely remain the same during the project development phase. Staff will continue to explore needs for
the engineering and construction phases that may necessitate a different or expanded role of the
commission. The commission executed a contract with Mary Richardson to support this work in 2018. A
progress update will provided at the July Commission meeting.
Action Requested:

Approve changing the name of the Gateway Corridor Commission to Gold Line
Partners.

Example Activity
Legislative Activities at the
State Capitol or in
Washington DC

Gateway Corridor Commission
Role
As the major funder, lead activities

Open house to get input
on station and guideway
design details

Advertise on Commission’s social
media pages and through enewsletter

Social Media

Commission will maintain the
current Facebook, YouTube, and
Twitter pages

Newspaper Editorial Board Commission will lead meetings with
Meetings
newspaper editorial boards using
an agreed upon messaging strategy
with the Project Office
Meetings with Chambers
Commission will coordinate the
of Commerce or other
presentations and meetings and
business groups
have Commission members present
information as needed
Letter to the editor
Commission members will draft
letters to the editor when needed
based on technical information
from Project Office
One-on-one meetings or
Commission provides support as
other outreach events will requested
impacted stakeholders

Project Office/Metropolitan Council
Role
Collaborate with Commission on
legislative approach, participate in
legislative activities as agreed upon
by all parties
Lead all activities to organize the
open house including location,
materials, press releases, social
media, etc.
Metropolitan Council will use
existing Metro Transit and
Metropolitan Council pages to
advertise project information
including engagement opportunities
Collaborate with Commission on
messaging and timing for any
editorial board meetings
Project office staff will provide
technical experts and information as
needed
Provide technical information as
needed
Project office leads and requests
support from Commission if needed

Agenda Item #4
DATE:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

April 5, 2018
Gateway Corridor Commission
Staff
Transitway Impacts Research Program (TIRP) Presentation

Launched in 2006, the Transitway Impacts Research Program (TIRP) researches the economic, travel,
and community impacts of transitway corridors in the Twin Cities metropolitan area. The program is
supported by a mix of state, regional, and local jurisdictional partners including Ramsey and Washington
Counties. The program serves as a national model of interjurisdictional collaboration between
government and academia for transitway research, education, and outreach.
Information created through the program helps improve planning and decision making for transitway
expansion. The program uses various methods from modeling to surveys, and is unique in its breadth,
scope, and ability to provide real-time analysis of the changes experienced in a region introducing highquality transit service. The results are used to help educate legislators, agency leaders and staff, and the
University research community about current issues, innovations, and trends pertaining to transitways.
TIRP staff will present research findings on transit riders’ interest in walking to transit stations and the
correlation of amenities at transit stops and users’ perception of wait time. The presentation is attached
with a brief of the wait time study, along with a walking tolerance study executive summary. The full
report about transitway walking tolerance can be found
here: http://www.cts.umn.edu/Publications/ResearchReports/reportdetail.html?id=2616.
Action Requested:

Information

4/6/2018

Transit Stops and Stations
and Waiting Time
Perceptions
Yingling Fan
Andrew Guthrie
David M. Levinson

Transitway Impacts
Research Program

How do transit stations and stops impact
passengers’ perceptions of waiting time?

1

4/6/2018

Study Sites

2

4/6/2018

Approach

Assess
Measure
Explain

Results

How waiting environments matter

3
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Presence of shelter …

…and bench

How waiting environments matter

Realtime information

How waiting environments matter

4

4/6/2018

Stop Amenities

30

Estimated Waiting Time

25

No
Amenities

20

Bench, no
Shelter

15

Bench,
Shelter
10

Realtime
Info Sign
All 3

5

0
0

5

10

Observed Waiting Time

How waiting environments matter

Insecure surroundings—Female passenger

How waiting environments matter

5
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Gender & Security
30

Estimated Waiting Time

25

Male or
Safe, No
Amenities

20
15

Female &
Unsafe, No
Amenities

10

Male or
Safe, All 3
Amenities
Female &
Unsafe, All
3 Amenities

5
0
0

5

10

Observed Waiting Time

How waiting environments matter

Conclusions
Basic improvements matter
Especially in combination
Women’s experience
Justify improvements
beyond ridership

6
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Thank you!
Contacts:
Andrew Guthrie
(612) 624-2082
guth0064@umn.edu
Yingling Fan
(612) 626-2930
yingling@umn.edu

Co-Investigator:
David Levinson
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Transitway Impacts Research Program
Report #14 in the series

Exploring the Walking Tolerance of Transitway Users
Jason Cao
Humphrey School of Public Affairs
University of Minnesota
September 2017

CTS Report 17-06 / MnDOT Report 2017-29

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
To park or to develop is always a key question for transit station area planning. Park-and-ride (P&R) is
one of the primary means for transit users to access stations. Development around station areas
enables residents to access the system without driving and allows passengers to access the activities
along a transitway corridor. Although both have the potential to improve ridership, they seem to be
mutually exclusive. Planners in the Minneapolis and St. Paul Metropolitan Area (Twin Cities) are
interested in a hybrid option: siting P&R facilities at the periphery of development around transitway
stations.
Although previous studies have explored transit riders’ walking distance to stops/stations and
environmental correlates of the distance, the literature offers little evidence on how far a P&R lot can be
located from transitways while maximizing ridership and revenue - the tolerance distance P&R users are
willing to walk to stations. No studies have explored how the walking tolerance varies by the type of
transitways and the design of walking paths between P&R lots and transit stations.
Using a stated preference survey of 568 P&R users in the Twin Cities, this study conducted several
experiments to illustrate their walking tolerance and identify built environment attributes that influence
the walking distance. The results show that walking distance is much more important than intersection
safety, pedestrian infrastructure, and building appearance in affecting P&R users’ choice. For all
respondents, the average walking distance is three city blocks when the minimum walking distance is set
as two blocks in the experiments. Intersection safety, pedestrian infrastructure, and building appearance
help mitigate the disutility of walking distance; their marginal utilities are equivalent to 0.62, 0.67, and
0.47 blocks. If all three characteristics are adequate, it seems that P&R users are willing to walk 1.8
blocks (or 0.18 miles if a city block is about 0.1 miles) farther than their existing facilities. A further
analysis shows that the effects of these four dimensions vary by transit type, demographics, and travel
attitudes.
The analysis of stated importance illustrates that when determining how far P&R users are willing to
walk, they value snow clearance, street lighting, and intersection safety the most. In general, the quality
of sidewalk network connecting transit stops and P&R facilities is the most important, followed by safety
and security attributes associated with the walking environment. However, the aesthetic quality seems
to be the least important for P&R users. Reaching the destination is the single most important goal of
walking from parking facilities to transit stops. This was also echoed by respondents’ comments to the
survey.

Perception of Waiting Time at Transit Stops and Stations
A Transitway Impacts Research Program (TIRP) Research Brief

Key Findings
• Waits at stops with no amenities are
perceived as at least twice as long as they
actually are.

Photo: Metro Transit

• Benches, shelters, and real-time departure
information signs significantly reduce
perceived waiting times.

“With several major initiatives currently under way to expand the
number of shelters at bus stops and to improve the quality of transit
schedule information across our entire network, the timing of this project
could not be better. This study provides important insight that is directly
applicable to the work that we are doing to ensure that our customers
have the best possible experience using transit service in the Twin Cities.”
—Marilyn Porter, Director of Engineering and Facilities, Metro Transit

• The presence of a shelter—even a simple
one—makes waits seem shorter, especially
for waits less than 10 minutes.
• The complete package of a bench,
shelter, and real-time departure
information signs nearly erases the waiting
time misperception for transit.
• Temperatures and weather conditions
were not significant factors.
• Women waiting in surroundings
perceived to be unsafe believe waits are
dramatically longer than they really are,
but the provision of transit stop amenities
significantly reduces this gender disparity.

About the Research

Project Design

Transit faces an inherent disadvantage that is not shared by other
modes of transportation: waiting time. While walking times to
and from transit vehicles are generally perceived as taking roughly
as long as they really do, transit users tend to perceive waits for
transit vehicles to arrive as significantly longer than they really
are. This negative perception of transit waits presents a significant
obstacle for encouraging a mode shift from automobile to transit.

Researchers compared transit riders’ actual and self-estimated
waiting times at 36 light rail, commuter rail, and bus rapid transit
stations, bus transit centers, and curbside bus stops in the Twin
Cities region. Data collection teams consisting of one recruiter
and one videographer surveyed more than 880 riders at various
times of day during all seasons and weather conditions. The
recruiter asked just-boarded passengers to estimate the time
they had spent waiting at that stop; the videographer provided
an objective measure of their actual waiting time. Then, the
teams analyzed the data to determine how station and stop
amenities—such as benches and shelters—affected perceived
versus actual wait time while controlling for weather, time of day,
sociodemographic characteristics, and trip characteristics.

To mitigate transit users’ aversion to waiting and transferring,
high-amenity stations and improved shelters are becoming
increasing popular. However, beyond recent evidence that realtime departure information reduces perceived waiting time, little
is known about what specific aspects of stations and stops help
make transit wait times seem shorter to users. To address this lack
of knowledge, researchers conducted a study comparing Twin
Cities transit users’ estimates of their waiting time with their
actual waiting time to determine how the design of amenities and
environments surrounding transit stations and stops shapes users’
perceptions of waiting time.

TIRP Sponsors and
Supporters:
Anoka County
Center for
Transportation Studies,
University of Minnesota
Center for Urban
and Regional Affairs,
University of Minnesota
City of Bloomington
City of Minneapolis
City of Saint Paul
Dakota County
Federal Transit
Administration
Hennepin County
Hennepin–University
Partnership
Metropolitan Council
Metro Transit
Minnesota Department
of Transportation
Ramsey County
State and Local Policy
Program, Humphrey
School of Public Affairs,
University of Minnesota
University Metropolitan
Consortium, University
of Minnesota
Washington County

Conclusions & Policy Implications
• Station and stop characteristics shape wait
perceptions. The presence of a bench dramatically

reduces perceptions of all but the shortest of
waits, even when it appears in the absence of
other amenities; the addition of a shelter further
strengthens this effect. Interestingly, there appears to
be little difference between “basic” and “premium”
shelters in reducing wait perceptions—providing
simple, standardized shelters is a cost-effective way
to harness this benefit.

• Real-time travel information makes an
impact. The time perception impacts of real-time

information are striking, especially when combined
with a bench and shelter. However, even with no
other amenities present, a real-time information
sign reduces a transit user’s perception of waiting
time almost as much as both a bench and a shelter.
With the increasing prevalence and declining cost
of this technology, the use of real-time information
offers an attractive way to significantly improve
the user experience, even at stops with space
constraints.

• When real-time information is not possible,
consider other communication methods. At

present, broad deployment of real-time information
signs may face cost limitations. However, other
methods of communicating departure information
may offer benefits as well. “Next-bus” apps, for
example, may offer a low-cost alternative for users
with access to a mobile device. The team’s survey
was unable to produce reliable data on the use
of next-bus apps due to respondents’ apparent
conflation of online schedules and real-time
information apps (based on common responses to
a question about mobile device use). More detailed
comparative study of alternative methods for
communicating departure information may present
a valuable direction for further research.

• Providing safe waiting environments is critical
for female transit users. In some locations, the

much longer for female transit users than for
their male counterparts. At stations or stops that
the research team perceived to be unsafe, female
transit users’ perception of waiting time increased
significantly. However, the provision of basic stop
amenities greatly reduced this gender disparity.
Focusing on basic security improvements—such as
lighting, visible security cameras, and emergency
phones—around less-safe transit stops appears to
be an important gender equity measure, and may
justify such amenities at lower ridership levels
in less-safe areas. These improvements have the
potential for significant returns in lower perceived
waiting times and increases in the number of
women adopting a transit-oriented lifestyle.

• Social perceptions shape the experience of
transit use. Study results show that minority transit
users have shorter perceptions of waiting time than
white, non-Hispanic transit users, indicating the
presence of important community-level differences
in attitudes toward transit. Compared to the white,
non-Hispanic population, minority groups have
relatively high transit use rates and may be less likely
to associate social stigma with transit use. Therefore,
broadening social acceptance of transit use may
reduce perceived waiting times for all users.

• Negative wait time perceptions of transit can
be overcome. When a bench, shelter, and real-

time information sign are combined, they produce
nearly accurate estimates of waiting time—the time
misperception nearly vanishes.

About the Research
Perception of Waiting Time at Transit Stops and
Stations was published by the University of Minnesota
Center for Transportation Studies and authored by
Associate Professor Yingling Fan, Research Fellow
Andrew Guthrie, and Professor David Levinson
with the support of the Transitway Impacts Research
Program.

experience of waiting for a bus or train seemed

cts.umn.edu/Research/Featured/Transitways
CTS Research Brief
2015-02-v2 Feb. 2018

The University of Minnesota is committed to the policy that all persons shall have equal access to its programs, facilities, and employment without
regard to race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, age, marital status, disability, public assistance status, veteran status, or sexual orientation. This
publication is available in alternative formats upon request.

Agenda Item #5
DATE:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

April 2, 2018
Gateway Corridor Commission
Staff
Peer Region Trip

The commission’s 2018 work plan and budget includes a visit to a relevant peer bus rapid transit (BRT)
region. The purpose of the trip is to experience a BRT system operating in a dedicated guideway and
learn about their engineering, construction, and station area planning processes. This trip would be
similar in size and scope to the commission’s May 2017 visit to Eugene, Oregon, to experience the
Emerald Express BRT system.
Eugene Recap
A diverse group of stakeholders visited Eugene, Oregon, in May 2017 to experience the Emerald Express
BRT system. Twenty-eight people participated, representing a variety of agencies and organizations,
including METRO Gold Line cities and counties, Metro Transit, Metropolitan Council, Metropolitan State
University, Minnesota Department of Transportation, Woodbury Area Chamber, and consultants that
support Gold Line planning, project management, and communications. For the 2017 trip to Eugene,
Oregon, attendees were provided a $750 stipend, and the average total trip cost was between $1,000
and $1,200.
Goals of the Peer Region Trip
Based on the 2018 Commission work plan, the tour would be a learning opportunity. Key goals of the
trip are to:
• Observe dedicated guideway BRT development examples in a region of similar size and
development type (urban to suburban)
• Meet with project staff and sponsors to discuss engineering and design solutions
• Explore creative engagement or economic development strategies associated with station area
planning.
Peer Regions to Consider
Staff are compiling regions to consider and will have options available at the commission meeting.
Cost of Trip and Attendee Stipends
The 2018 commission budget has allocated $25,000 for the peer region trip. Staff recommends an $850
stipend, which would allow 29 people to attend. The stipend would be provided upon presentation of
reimbursable receipts.

Estimated trip costs have been compiled, and are based on the following tentative itinerary:
• Day 1: Mid-afternoon flight into city, spend the rest of the afternoon on tours or meetings
• Day 2: Full day of tours and meetings
• Day 3: Morning debrief, afternoon return flight
Below are the cost assumptions, which will be adjusted once the destination is known:
• Hotel (two nights):
$440 ($220 per night)
• Flight and ground transportation:
$450
$140
• Meals (two breakfasts, three lunches, two dinners):
• Total:
$1,030
Trip Attendees
To remain within the $25,000 budget, staff recommend trip stipends be prioritized to one elected
official and one staff person from each commission member (including ex-officio partners), with priority
to the cities, counties, and businesses directly along the corridor. It is also recommended that for
Washington County to have two staff stipends since they will be leading trip coordination. The
commission should discuss whether stipends should be provided to project partners such as East Metro
Strong, Metropolitan Council, Metro Transit, and MnDOT. If there are more than 29 people interested in
attending, the commission should discuss if priority should be given to specific partners, as outlined
above. Alternatively, the commission could discuss a reduction of individual stipends, to $750 – which
would provide partial funding for 33 people. Note: not everyone who participated in the 2017 trip to
Eugene received a stipend.
Trip Dates
August to October 2018 is the targeted timeframe. Trip dates will be selected based on a review of
county board and city council dates for the communities directly adjacent to the route. Staff will
coordinate with commission members and staff who are interested in attending to determine which
dates work best.
Action Requested:

Discussion

Agenda Item #6a
DATE:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

March 30, 2018
Gateway Corridor Commission
Staff
Project Development Activities

Gold Line officially entered Project Development on January 19, 2018 which starts the two year phase.
The METRO Gold Line Project Office has been involved in the following activities since that date:
• Executing the Engineering Services Contract
• Moving into the Gold Line Project Office (renting space from a Ramsey County owned facility in
downtown St. Paul)
• Initiating the committee structure:
o Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)
 Made up of staff from cities, counties, MnDOT, Metro Transit, and Metropolitan
Council
 Held their first meeting in March
o Community and Business Advisory Committee (CBAC)
 Applicants were recruited over a 30-day period. Over 60 applications were
received and a Recommendation Committee made up of elected and appointed
officials from cities, counties, and the Council met to make initial
recommendations. The Council Chair will make final selections.
 CBAC will have one business and one community representative from each
station plus three at-large members
 First meeting is anticipated in late April or early May
o Corridor Management Committee (CMC)
 CMC will serve a similar role as the previous Policy Advisory Committee
 Membership is elected and appointed officials from the Council, cities, counties,
Metro Transit, and MnDOT plus the co-chairs of the CBAC
 First meeting will occur in late April or early May
o Issue Resolution Teams (IRTs)
 Made up of staff from specific issue areas (ex: Maplewood IRT has members
from Maplewood, Ramsey County, MnDOT, and project office)
 IRTs are meeting weekly or every other week to resolve technical issues and
refine design
 IRT issues will be brought to public, TAC, CBAC, and CMC for input
• Multiple agency positions have been filled or are in the progress of being filled for the Gold Line
Project Office including the Design and Construction Lead, Environmental Lead, Outreach
Coordinator, County Transportation Liaison, and Associate Planner.
Staff will provide more information on these items at the commission meeting.
Action Requested:

Information
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Agenda Item #6b

DATE:

April 2, 2018

TO:

Gateway Corridor Commission

FROM:

Jason Graf, Crandall Arambula

RE:

METRO Gold Line BRTOD Plans

Key Work Activities/Progress for the month of January 2018
Meetings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PMT Meeting- Teleconference review of Tamarack and Woodbury Theater Stations
preliminary land use and circulation concepts (Jan. 09)
City of Oakdale- Helmo Station EAW draft document review and coordination
City of Oakdale- Phase 3 Helmo Station market analysis review and coordination
City of Oakdale - Phase 3 Helmo Station traffic analysis/ infrastructure plans review and
coordination
City of Oakdale-Phase 3 Helmo Station refined BRTOD concept-land use and
development summary review and coordination
City of St Paul/WCRRA/RCRRA Meeting- Phase 2- St Paul Stations preliminary land use
and circulation concepts review (Jan. 23)
City of Woodbury/WCRRA Meeting- Phase 2- Woodbury Stations preliminary land use
and circulation concepts review (Jan. 23)
City of Oakdale/WCRRA Stakeholder Engagement- Phase 3- Helmo Station Refined
BRTOD Concepts slideshow presentation- Council work session (Jan. 23)
PMT Meeting Phase 2 3M/Maplewood and Greenway Stations Briefing (Jan. 26)

Other Project Activities
•

•

Developed visioning, circulation and development plans elements and presentation
materials for Phase 2 St Paul and Woodbury Stations
Stakeholder Engagement- prepared Phase 3 Helmo Station work session notes,
slideshow content and posted to website

Key Work Activities/Progress for the month of February 2018
Meetings
•
•

City of Maplewood/WCRRA Meeting- Discuss the use of contingency funds for market
analysis and land use concept for Lions Park Neighborhood (Feb. 6)
City of Maplewood- draft 3M/Maplewood Station mailer for outreach in advance of
Maplewood city council meeting (Feb. 9)

METRO Gold Line BRTOD Plans
•
•
•
•

Page 2

WCRRA/RCRRA teleconference- 3M/Maplewood Station preliminary concepts review
(Feb. 12)
City of Maplewood/3M/WCRRA- Stakeholder engagement meeting to review
3M/Maplewood Station preliminary concepts (Feb. 14)
Metro Transit/Project Office/WCRRA Meeting- Stakeholder engagement meeting to
review corridor wide station area land use and circulation concepts (Feb. 26)
City of Maplewood/WCRRA- City Council work session and review of 3M/Maplewood
Station preliminary concepts (Feb. 26)

Other Project Activities
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare All Stations Refinement Drawings and PowerPoint for Metro Transit/Project
Office coordination meeting
Prepare and coordinate Helmo Station EAW and traffic analysis
Consultant team meeting to coordinate Helmo Station neighborhood concept technical
analysis, work plan and schedule.
Prepare AutoCAD station location and alignment drawings for the Metro Project Office
engineering team
Prepare Maplewood flyer for mailer and newsletter
Prepared Comprehensive Plan Update circulation element (I-94 bridge concept) memo
Maplewood Phase 2 City council work session posted to website
Prepare draft 3M survey for the 3M/Maplewood Station

Key Work Activities/Progress for the month of March 2018
Meetings










City of Maplewood/3M- Teleconference to discuss internal 3M survey Phase 2 engagement
requirements, topics and review timeline (Mar. 7)
PMT meeting- Greenway Station BRTOD Concepts slideshow review (Mar. 8)
PMT meeting- draft 3M Survey review and refinement discussion (Mar. 9)
City of Woodbury/WCRRA- Teleconference to discuss Woodbury Theater Concept Evaluation
(Mar. 14)
City of Oakdale/Landfall- Teleconference to review Greenway Station BRTOD Concepts
slideshow (Mar. 14)
City of Oakdale/WCRRA- Review of the Helmo Station Draft BRTOD Plan (Mar. 19)
City of Oakdale/WCRRA- Review of Helmo Station engagement materials (Mar. 21)
Stakeholder Engagement Helmo Station Draft BRTOD Plan- City Council work session and
neighborhood meeting. (Mar. 26-27)

Other Project Activities




Prepare draft BRTOD Plan and Helmo Station Engagement Materials
Prepare draft 3M Survey
Refine Helmo Station circulation plans and 4th Street illustration

METRO Gold Line BRTOD Plans
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Project Management Upcoming Activities






Coordinate Phase 2 station area alternatives review and community engagement with
Oakdale/Landfall and Maplewood
Refine Greenway Station circulation and land use concepts for review with WCRRA
Helmo Station draft BRTOD Plan refinements per Oakdale Planning Commission review
Refine 3M survey per 3M internal review and coordinate on-line engagement platform
Coordinate and schedule Phase 2 engagement for St Paul stations

Moving the Market: BRTOD Workshops
As part of an in-kind contribution to the BRTOD FTA grant, two half-day workshops will take place in
early summer 2018, focused on highlighting project objectives, including: discussion of the multi-modal
corridor (walking, biking, transit and auto), the potential for increased ridership (transit access and new
development), market demand, development potential, quality of life improvement, infrastructure
investment, policy changes, and ensuring funding priorities.
Day 1: Walking Tour – Successful Regional TOD Planning
This half-day walking tour will provide an opportunity for local planning staff, Chambers of Commerce,
Community Development Agencies, Council Members, and policy makers to visit two sites within the
metro area that have had successful transit-oriented development (TOD) planning outcomes.
Participants will discuss in-depth challenges and opportunities with TOD planning, learn about ways in
which they can enhance their ability to form partnerships, gain further understanding of best practices,
and lessons learned. Bus transportation and breakfast will be provided.
Day 2: Workshop –Gold Line: Crafting a New Corridor
This half-day workshop will follow-up discussion from the walking tour on Day 1, and participants will
have the ability to discuss TOD planning with regional and national experts. The workshop will focus on
proven strategies to move from plan to implementation, national case studies, best practices, challenges
and opportunities, fostering stakeholder engagement, tailored zoning ordinance and design standards,
leveraging multi-modal investment, keys to improved ridership, station area development and
community investment, effective methods of advancing priorities and policies to encourage and
incentivize development, promote economic development, and provide tools for proactive for TOD
planning. Hear from a panel of experts and engage in small group discussion about how to organize local
priorities in order to build successful TOD markets.

Agenda Item #6c
DATE:

April 3, 2018

TO:

Gateway Corridor Commission

FROM:

Brian McClung, MZA+Co

RE:

Gateway Corridor Communications and Government Relations Update

We are at roughly the halfway point in the 2018 Minnesota legislative session. Thus far it has been a
relatively quiet session for Gold Line BRT. The state budget forecast projects a $329 million surplus and
legislators and the Governor have been grappling with supplemental budget proposals, tax conformity
and the bonding bill.
Governor Dayton has proposed a $1.5 billion bonding bill. The Republican majorities in the Minnesota
House and Senate have not yet released their bonding proposals – expectations are that the legislature’s
bonding proposals will be in the range of $700-800 million.
We have continued to coordinate efforts with the team at Washington County and the Metropolitan
Council. In this phase, it is important for the new iteration of the Gateway Corridor Commission to
continue engaging citizens, business leaders, employers, employees, non-profits and higher education
institutions to make Gold Line a success and a foundation of growth for the entire East Metro region,
and to help maximize economic development opportunities that will be presented by the development
of Gold Line.
Gateway Corridor Commission 2.0 – We have discussed changing the name of the Gateway Corridor
Commission as we move into this next phase. Our recommendation is “Gold Line Partners” (proposed
Twitter handle – @GoldLinePtnrs). Gold Line Partners uses the name of the line/project and the word
“partners” can encompass business, community, and government supporters.
The continued outreach handled by this group is important – we are able to advocate for and support
Gold Line BRT in ways that the Metropolitan Council/Metro Transit cannot. The education and advocacy
aspect provided by the new iteration of the Gateway Corridor Commission will be critical to making Gold
Line a success. That will include continued media relations outreach; government affairs and lobbying
efforts at the local, state and federal levels; grassroots outreach at community gatherings and local
Chamber meetings; and social media efforts to share information, engage with the public and build
sustained support for the project.

MZA+Co

1

MZA+Co Memo, April 3, 2018, p. 2
Strategic Communications & Social Media – We continue to regularly engage via Twitter and Facebook,
both with regularly scheduled posts and by adding stories to our social media channels.
We have 232 followers on Twitter. A couple of tweets that performed well included two about the
Helmo neighborhood meeting:
•

Missed last nite's Helmo @oakdalemn Neighborhood Mtg? View the presentation + send
thoughts online: bit.ly/2n2y3ZN (1,839 impressions)

•

Helmo Neighborhood Mtg - 3/26, 6:00-7:30pm @oakdalemn City Hall. Can't make it? Our
project page will be updated w/ info + comment on the concept at time of
mtg bit.ly/2n2y3ZN pic.twitter.com/mO3ui567i8 (earned 1,569 impressions)

We have 900 likes and 886 followers on Facebook.
We set out an e-newsletter on February 12 to encourage people to apply to be part of the Community &
Business Advisory Committee. We also did an e-newsletter on January 22 to let people know that Gold
Line had been accepted into Project Development.

Government Relations – We continue to talk with key legislators and staff to let them know the latest
news about the project, including sharing information about station area planning meetings, etc.
We are tracking 16 bills related to transit, the Metropolitan Council, etc. We will continue working
closely with legislators and staff, so they understand how important this project is to residents,
businesses, and community and elected leaders in the East Metro.

Agenda Item #7
DATE:

April 4, 2018

TO:

Gateway Corridor Commission

FROM:

Staff

RE:

Other Items

Item 7a. Social Media and Website Update
Facebook
The Gateway Corridor Facebook page was launched on Monday, February 20, 2012. The page currently
has 900 ‘Likes’. There have no instances during the reporting period where comments have been
removed in line with the commission’s social media policy.
YouTube
The “views” of the Gateway Corridor videos ranges from 12-5,200 views.
Twitter
The Gateway Corridor Twitter account (@GoldLineBRT) was launched in March 2016. The account
currently has 230 followers.

Item 7b. Media Articles

Media articles are included in this packet.
Action Requested:

Information
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FSUEFETPHUMLEMGSÿCDEFFGHHÿZKPTGKNUGMÿXOUDOÿUFÿKGDGFNÿQGEKMÿOEMÿGGKJGSÿEMÿPFGÿPWÿNOG
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REDEFNÿEDKGMÿUFÿNOGÿEMÿVMUFGMMÿZEKÿMVKKPVFSUFJÿPFÿNOKGGÿMUSGMÿNOGÿMUNGÿPWÿNOGÿGHP
RGFVGÿCNENUPFÿEHPFJÿGNKPÿKEFMUNMÿTKPTPMGSÿPHSÿUFGÿLVMÿKETUSÿNKEFMUNÿPKÿ
KPVNGY
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EAST METRO

Gold Line bus rapid transit wins critical
federal approval
Dedicated busway along I-94 to Woodbury would be a first in
Minnesota.
By Janet Moore (http://www.startribune.com/janet-moore/10645476/) Star Tribune
JANUARY 19, 2018 — 8:30PM

The Federal Transit Administration on Friday approved moving the Gold Line
(https://www.metrotransit.org/gold-line-project) — a proposed $420 million bus rapid
transit line in the east metro — into a phase where the project will be eligible for federal
matching funds.
The FTA officially granted the Gold Line entry into the project development phase of the
federal New Starts program, which helps fund dozens of big transit projects across the
country. Construction is expected to begin in 2022, with passenger service starting in
2024.
In a statement, Gov. Mark Dayton (https://mn.gov/governor/) said the Gold Line “will
improve transit choices for over a half-million Minnesotans. It will connect workers
with good jobs, encourage business expansions and reduce commuter congestion.”
The 9-mile line will run between Union Depot (https://www.uniondepot.org/) in
downtown St. Paul and Woodbury, traveling through Oakdale, Landfall, Maplewood
and the east side of St. Paul. At Union Depot, the line will connect with the area’s
broader transit network, including the Green Line light rail.
The line will have 11 stations (https://www.metrotransit.org/gold-line-stations) , and
will be Minnesota’s first true BRT line — operating largely on a dedicated busway, parts
of which will parallel Interstate 94.
U.S. Rep. Betty McCollum (https://mccollum.house.gov/) said in a statement that the
Gold Line “will provide frequent, all-day transit service in both directions to connect
people who are headed to work, school, medical appointments, to pick up their kids or
to get to sporting or arts events.”
The Gold Line is now approved to begin the design, engineering, environmental and
community outreach needed to build the line, according to the Metropolitan Council
(https://metrocouncil.org/) , the regional planning body overseeing the project. The
federal government is expected to pay about half of the project’s overall construction
cost, although the price tag could change as work begins.

janet.moore@startribune.com
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A 2017 presentation to the Washington County
Board on the proposed Gold Line busway
compared the number of riders who can travel
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Politics

East Metro’s transit time is coming
Bob Collins January 19, 2018, 3:23 PM

As long time readers of NewsCut might recall, I’ve wanted mass transit to
the Woodbury bureau almost since the day I moved to the great state of
Minnesota 26 years ago. As cornfields became shopping centers and
neighborhoods, “your time will come” became the mantra of transit experts
who had other priorities than the Gold Line, the bus rapid transit route that
will connect Woodbury — which has no bus service after 7:50 a.m. — with
the civilized world.
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But years came and years went and nothing much happened as the state
reneged on a plan to help fund the project with bonding, two major transit
lines were built, a regional transportation funding scheme came and went,
forcing Washington and Ramsey County to try to go it alone.
That’s usually a way to kill a good idea, but the two counties have, to their
credit, persisted in the wake of opposition to any threat to Minnesota’s
status as a transit backwater.
Today, however, the Metropolitan Council announced that the Federal
Transit Administration has “granted” the Gold Line entrance to the
“development phase of the federal New Starts program, which funds major
transit projects across the country. The designation means local spending
will now be eligible for potential matching federal funds in the future,” the
Council said in a news release.
Most of the line will run along I-94 before ducking (barely) into Woodbury.
Originally it was to include Lake Elmo, but the community voted two years
ago to reject the bus line because it would lead to higher-density
development in the city. Since then, homes have sprouted so quickly along
where the bus was going to run that it might as well be called North
Woodbury. Those commuters are on their own.
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Despite today’s announcement, nothing’s going to happen soon. In fact, the
completion date is now 2024, two years later than the projected timeline
just a couple of years ago of a 2022 opening. Even that thwarted my dream
of being able to take transit to work (2022 is well after my retirement), and
now there’s a slightly less chance that it occurs in my lifetime.
But, the Star Tribune noted today, that doesn’t mean that action isn’t
already happening. Mass transit is as much about economic development as
it is moving people. A developer has modified original plans for an office
park at the 494/94 intersection and shifted to a mixed-use, transit friendly
development, just the kind of thing that scared Lake Elmo but keeps
Oakdale chugging along.
“Basically, what we’re looking at is anywhere between 700 and 900 units of
multifamily housing, around 150,000 square feet of commercial office and
maybe 20,000 to 25,000 square feet of retail in this area,” Oakdale
Community Development Director Bob Streetar told the paper.
That’s quite a vote for a project that is still years away.
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“All you have to do is look at the current competition for the Amazon
headquarters to see that large employers want to locate near modern,
efficient transit systems. In today’s world the commute goes both ways,”
Washington County Commissioner Stan Karwoski said in a news release.
“You have people from the East Metro traveling into the core cities for jobs,
as well as people in the rest of the region coming east to work at companies
like 3M, or in the medical and hospitality industries in Washington
County.”

About the blogger
Bob Collins
bcollins@mpr.org

Bob Collins has been with Minnesota Public Radio since 1992, emigrating
to Minnesota from Massachusetts. He was senior editor of news in the ’90s, ran
MPR’s political unit, created the MPR News regional website, invented the popular
Select A Candidate, started the two most popular blogs in the history of MPR and
every day laments that his Minnesota Fantasy Legislature project never caught on.
NewsCut is a blog featuring observations about the news. It provides a forum for an
online discussion and debate about events that might not typically make the front
page. NewsCut posts are not news stories but reflections , observations, and debate.

Featured Comment
Patrick Tice • 3 days ago

Most of us on the east side already know that we are the runt of the litter when
it comes to transportation. MNDOT stalled for years instead of replacing the
Mississippi River bridge on I-494 when it was really needed, and I-94 was
squished down to 2 lanes in each direction just south of the 3M campus for an
eternity because they couldn't be bothered to tend to our needs (a new
overpass) as long as the west metro burbs were screaming for more lanes.
Mass transit has been similarly sidelined, and the Gold Line has languished in
spite of a clear need.
Lake Elmo will go its own way, I guess -it's the poster boy for sprawl. It isn't
exactly the hallmark of good governance either, and its denser (relatively!)
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Gold Line secures federal approval
By Katie Nelson Today at 7:49 a.m.

1/3

The 9-mile, 11-stop bus rapid transit Gold Line route was accepted into a federal program
that could help with funding. Courtesy of Metro Transit

Another domino to move the Gateway Corridor bus rapid transit Gold Line
forward has fallen, after the Federal Transit Administration
accepted
the project
Recommended
for you
into a program Jan. 19 that could lead to matched funding.

X

Police: Distracted
driver hit student on

bike in Woodbury
The Gold Line is now part of the FTA's "New Starts" program,
which assists

transit projects that exceed $300 million. With the Gold Line estimates ringing in
over $420 million, the designation into the program helps it gain eligibility for
federal matching funds, allowing up to half of the tab to be picked up by the FTA.
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The matching funds will likely only apply to the money spent from here on out.
With design work only about 3 percent complete, a Metropolitan Council
spokesman said, there will be plenty of opportunity to rack up matching funds.
"The significance is now with the work that we do to continue design, any local
funding from this point forward will leverage federal funding," said Jan Lucke,
Washington County Transportation Planning Manager.
This step in the project development is a significant one, Lucke said. The Met
Council and Gateway Corridor Commission has essentially worked the last eight
years to get to this point where the FTA would commit to the project and assist in
its funding.
"We're really at the beginning now," she said.
The nine-mile Gold Line is planned to run 11 stops, starting in Woodbury and
running through Oakdale, Landfall and Maplewood before connecting with Green
Line light rail transit at Union Depot in St. Paul, much of it along the congested
I-94.
The Gold Line is expected to be in service by 2024 with construction beginning in
2022.
The entrance into the New Starts program will allow the Metropolitan Council to
build a team of staff, contractors and Washington and Ramsey county staffers to
move ahead on design, environmental work and outreach.
Recommended for you
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Police:
Distracted
Washington County's immediate next steps adding definition to the
stops.
driver hit student on
bike in Woodbury

"We will work with cities along corridor to fine-tune locations and what it will take
to construct, plus the environmental impact," Lucke said.
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Moving ahead, she said there will be several opportunities for residents to weigh
in on the project.
When the bus rapid transit service begins, it will be the first in the state to operate
primarily in a designated rapid bus lane.
"This announcement is great news for the East Metro region and for our state.
The Gold Line will improve transit choices for over a half million Minnesotans,"
Gov. Mark Dayton said in a news release. "It will connect workers with good jobs,
encourage business expansions and reduce commuter congestion."
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